SOLUTION BRIEF - CYBER SECURITY

Mitigate the Cyber Warrior Challenges and Attain the
Mission with Optimized, Robust SwishData Solutions
Advanced Solutions—Better
Equipment for the Cyber Warrior
Partner with SwishData to change the game and
protect your assets with a best of breed for traditional cyber security systems and advanced forensic and behavioral analytics
in the identification of hackers
Partner with SwishData
and insider threats. SwishData
to change the game and
offers a more effective solution
protect your assets with a
with reduced product costs and
administrative management
best of breed for traditional
while providing the addition
cyber security systems and
of intelligence to your cyber
advanced forensic and
infrastructure.

behavioral analytics in the
identification of hackers
and insider threats.

The SwishData technology
utilizes integration and
advanced analytics that are
normally not available through
competitor offerings. The IPS
solutions send suspicious code to advanced
threat detection (ATD) and advanced
evasion detection (AED). Cyber
threats that were previously
unidentified are remediated
through component
integration, including the
end-point. Analytical
solutions intake data
from multiple sources
to perform not only a
comparison of logs and
alerts for an in-depth
threat identification,
but more importantly
behavioral base lining to
identify outlier activity.

SwishData Cyber Security Joint
“Game Plan”

SwishData can lower your administrative, cyber
warrior costs and ROI to foster greater adherence
to compliance translating into a more effective
cyber warrior. The impact can be significant with
SwishData technologies in the current climate
of budget restraints, limited manpower and
unrelenting, persistent cyber attacks.

Ensure Your Data Infrastructure
SwishData ensures your data infrastructure integrity and performance to your exact requirements,
from conception through solution deployment.
Our solution implementation includes in-depth assessment and requirements formulation, plan and
engineering design, cost-effective procurement,
seamless transition and comprehensive training
and continual operations evaluation and solution
enhancement.
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Consolidation and Simplification of “tool sprawl” to
save OPEX and CAPEX.
Reduce the noise through
intelligent assisted prioritization of threats, vulnerabilities and alerts.
Automation of low value,
labor intensive, repetitive
tasks to free up cyber professionals for high value
duties.
Innovative, cutting edge
intelligence for advanced

Innovative Cyber Security Solutions
Consolidation and Simplification
Central command for the security environment and a seamless integration of
engineered technologies. The goal is to replace “Tool Sprawl” with consolidated
and integrated products that save OPEX and CAPEX, while enabling cyber warriors
to be more effective.

Perimeter Defense
Safeguard, detect and alert of unauthorized attempts to access internal network
with an integrated suite of products. A Firewall; proxy-based or NextGen, utilizing
NGFW technology for faster insight into all layers including deep packet inspection.
An intrusion prevention system (IPS) that scrutinizes incoming traffic. Network
access controllers (NAC) monitors and authenticates attempts to connect to
network by end-point devices and security tools are utilized specifically for mobile
user devices.

Exclusive Cyber Warrior Partnerships

Professional Service Certified

Continuous Monitoring
Surveillance tools to monitor the internal network for suspicious activity via endpoint protection, SIEM, data loss prevention (DLP) through USB, CD, DVD, etc. and
Web application firewall (WAF) for protection through firewalls, load balancing,
DOS attack and malware. Email and web security are stringently under surveillance
and encryption is utilized to secure data throughout the network environment.

Innovative, Cutting Edge Analytic Solutions
Advanced technology tools that are normally not available through competitor
offerings such as situational awareness via a dashboard of product options, AED to
identify detection evasion techniques, forensic analysis garnered from end-point,
SIEM, IPS, firewalls and MS-AD analytics merger and ATD to diagnose threats.

SwishData can change up the game against cyber threats with
lower administrative expenditures and innovative technology
collaboration to equip your agency with a rigorous defense shield.
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About SwishData
We’re the cyber security and data
performance architects. SwishData ensures
the performance, affordability, and security
of your agency’s data infrastructure through
both architecture and deployment.
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